Join a Faculty Learning Community!

The CAE is organizing Faculty Learning Communities again this fall. FLCs examine a central book or theme and engage with the subject over a longer period of time. This semester, we’re planning to offer four FLCs.

- **Raising Race Questions: Whiteness and Inquiry in Education** (Michaels, 2015) facilitated by Tim Mahoney
- **Universal Design in Higher Education** (Burgstahler & Young, 2015) facilitated by Ann Marie Licata and Jan Bechtel
- **The Spark of Learning: Energizing the College Classroom with the Science of Emotion** (Cavanagh, 2016) facilitated by Ollie Dreon
- **Successful STEM Mentoring Initiatives for Underrepresented Students: A Research-Based Guide for Faculty and Administrators** (Packard & Fortenberry, 2016) facilitated by Jeff Adams and Brent Horton

If you’re interested in one, sign up at:

[https://goo.gl/forms/GqViGA5qKfnz2VJz2](https://goo.gl/forms/GqViGA5qKfnz2VJz2)

Right now, the CAE is targeting Thursday Common Hours for FLC meetings. Interested faculty and staff should sign up by Monday September 18!